Valuation is the pivot around which all economic and financial transaction revolve. The business landscape and the market dynamics are changing rapidly. This calls for developing and including a diverse set of valuation approaches and skills so as to be able to carry out appropriate valuations. This program will provide knowledge inputs which are essentials for the future ready Registered Valuers.

Contents
- Emerging trends in valuation
- Factoring impact of Covid-19 in valuation
- Understanding changing client expectations and deliverables
- Alternate valuation models for valuation of distressed companies

(Friday, 29th July 2022 | 03:30 PM – 05:30 PM- On Zoom)

Keynote Address
Shri. Deepak Rao
General Manager, IBBI

GUEST OF HONOR
CS (Dr.) Shyam Aggarwal
Chairperson, ICMAI RVO

CMA Vijender Sharma
Vice President, ICAI, Director ICMAI RVO

Dr. S.K. Gupta
Managing Director, ICMAI RVO

CPE Hours: 2Hrs For Registered Valuers
Fees: Rs 200 (All inclusive)

Registration Link: https://www.rvoicmai.in/Event?3E3cwHTYxXAavk
For more details please contact: 9411469499, 9457954906, 8920607644 or email: manager@rvoicmai.in